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This document is based on three National Science Foundation "Tree of Life" seminars held in 1999 and 2000 in Yale University. Nobel
laureates Martin Rees, John Haldemann, Alfred Weltz, David Deutsch and his friend Malcolm Gladwell took part in these "seminars". Starting
to analyze these documents, I used the most modest set of knowledge accumulated in the fields of physics, mathematics, metascience,
sociology, history and political science. In order to be objective, I also analyzed a long list of ideological and political dogmas that I believed
had a powerful impact on the formation of these documents. Until now, I have not come across a more compelling source of evidence that
unites evolutionists and non-evolutionists. Fortunately, three years of experience in DNA research has allowed me to identify a number of
examples of divergence between evolutionists and non-empirical scientists. The list of ideas and views of which non-empiricists are vehemently
accused by evolutionists, although from a methodological point of view they may be quite valid, can be illustrated by one statement from The
Tree of Life: "For the evolutionist, the concept of origin is meaningless." In his book An Introductory Course in Science, the physicist Max
Tegmark called evolutionism a "pseudo-science" [5 - M. Tegmark, The Introductory Practice of Science (New York: Oxford University Press,
1998), p. 142.], therefore I do not consider myself entitled to impose on readers any specific attitude to this term. Nevertheless, it seems to me
very disturbing that the theory of evolution was in danger of complete oblivion before the last vestiges of evolutionism were expelled from
evolutionary biology. This review is based on seven hundred interviews with a variety of personalities, including biologists, economists,
anthropologists, historians and philosophers. My interviews took place in various American cities, and I tried to recreate the general picture of
the discussions and worldviews of evolutionary theorists and their opponents. I have been doing evolutionary and non-evolutionary research for
ten years. During this time, I studied in depth the place of evolution in modern American culture and emphasized its influence in American
society. I believe that the Tree of Life and non-evolution
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